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Sermon by Dr Bruce Stevens 

 

Sermon God as a Consuming Fire Wesley 21 August 2016 
Text: “Our God is a consuming fire” Hebrews 12:29 

 5 

Have you ever lived in a house with an open fireplace? There is a wonderful 

time in the ‘life of a fire’ when the embers glow with deep red, filling the room 

with warmth, cosiness and a shared intimacy. The ‘dance of flames’ of the 

young fire has died down. You might have your favourite music playing in the 

background. The moment can be shared with family or close friends, perhaps 10 

over snacks and glass of wine. So, in what sense can God be a “consuming 

fire”? 

 

I looked at the readings and this verse ‘threw down the gauntlet’ in a challenge 

to me. You might even say it ‘lit up for me.’ And I knew no other text would 15 

do. There are familiar metaphors: God as light, God as water, God as wind, 

God as ruler, God as Good Shepherd, God as mother hen ‘brooding’, but God 

as consuming fire? How can we make sense of this? That is the challenge. So 

three aspects: Not much light, warmth and what is burnt away. 

 20 

I should note, in fairness to the Hebrews text, that the context is offering 

worship “with reverence and awe” (12: 28). Pagan converts would recall 

sacrificial worship in a temple, where a bird or animal is sacrificed and some 

part or the whole burnt to their former gods. Jews might still remember 

sacrificial worship in the temple before it was destroyed in 70AD. Later Jews 25 

and Christians moved in different directions, with the Letter to the Hebrews 

arguing for the relevance of a spiritual vision of temple worship for the early 

Christian community. But we are still left with this image of God as a 

consuming fire. 

 30 

1. Not much light 
When the fire burns low, red and glowing, there is some light in the room but 

not much. There is more warmth and presence. God is frequently described as 

light, but how often do you live in the ‘search light’ of abundant clarity – 

knowing the certainty of God’s direction and guidance? More often we stumble 35 

to find the right path, or dwell in the “valley of the shadow of death” of the 23
rd

 

psalm. But nothing in faith is either/or, so perhaps you will relate to the notion 

of a spiritual journey with some light – a warm glow. 

 

So light, but it does not make things clear or distinct. There is a gentle quality, 40 

being almost part of things, maybe in a subtle way in everything. We can 

almost forget that the fire does cast out light.  This light is not overwhelming, it 

is not so bright as to blind us, as happened to St Paul on the Damascus road. 

The challenge is to notice, to trust that this too is a light from God to guide us. 
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This gentle light does not banish ambiguity. It is a soft glow. That is also true 45 

of our experience with God. 

Thirty years ago I remember a clergy man telling me of an urgent 

decision he had to make. He had been living in Boston and he had been 

offered a parish in California. It was a big change. So he was in 

anguished in prayer seeking guidance. He had a vivid impression of 50 

Jesus standing before him, so he asked, “What should I do Lord?” Jesus 

thought for a moment and shrugged his shoulders. 

So was this clergyman left without guidance? I think not. I think Jesus 

communicated that it was good both to stay or to go. Perhaps he should trust 

his instincts. Make up his mind based on what he thought was important. But 55 

this surprising result to his prayers was more like a glow than light.  

 

I suspect this was a challenge to ‘grow up’ in faith. Sometimes we are tempted 

to think of the relationship with God in terms of being a servant, but as Paul 

noted in the situation of his times “you are no longer a slave but a child and if a 60 

child then also an heir” (Gal 4:7). Maturing in faith will always include a 

greater tolerance of ambiguity and uncertainty in our spiritual journey.  

 

2. Warmth 
The embers of the fire glow. This is the time I most enjoy sitting by the fire. 65 

There is a warmth that can fill a room, almost ‘soak’ to the very corners. It is 

pleasant, inviting and you can relax in the presence of the fire. This is a lovely 

image for being comfortable in the presence of God.  

 

But sometimes when we talk of God and fire in the same sentence, a memory 70 

of ‘hell fire preachers’ comes to mind. There are enduring images associated 

with Jonathan Edward’s famous sermon “Sinners in the hand of an angry God”. 

You might smile but I think such images still have currency and fill our 

imagination. God as disapproving judge, condemning us for our sins, banishing 

us to outer darkness or some variety of eternal punishment. ‘Jesus saves’ may 75 

be in a neon lights or on bill boards by the side of the road, but what does this 

say about God? No wonder so few people in our age feel comfortable coming 

to church, approaching the God of the ‘good news’ we proclaim, or asking 

questions that point to ultimate concerns. The problem is not that God is 

unfashionable but our notions of God make us uncomfortable ‘to hang out with 80 

the Almighty’ as a teenager might say. 

 

The stark reality is that primitive beliefs can remain buried in deep in our 

psyche. There is of course some truth in experiencing ‘awe and trembling’ in 

the presence of God, as theologian Rudolf Otto observed, but this does not 85 

equate to the infinitely disapproving God as judge. We may think we have left 

such images of God behind, we have listened to sermons of Ockert and David 

here at Wesley, may have read a book or two by Bishop Spong and joined the 

Christian progressives – but sadly, it is not easily left behind!  

 90 
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I went through a huge transition in my life, about four years ago, and I 

wondered if God disapproved of a choice I had made to resolve a situation that 

was years in the making. There was a nagging doubt between me and God. I 

am a Christian of habits, so the next Sunday I was at 9.30am Holy Communion 

at All Saints Ainslie. The elaborate high-church liturgy, ritual, incense, and my 95 

friend Scott Cowdell was the preacher-celebrant. I went up with the 

congregation to the sanctuary for communion, knelt before the altar and 

received the bread and wine. I walked up with uncertainty, doubt about whether 

I belonged at this Eucharistic meal, but at some moment before I got there I 

knew God welcomed me and could join in the holy meal feeling accepted by 100 

God. I am not a Christian given to spiritual experiences, and while I had some 

as a young Christian, I can hardly think of any in the last three decades. And 

this one was hardly dramatic, but it was real and completely reassuring for me 

in a moment of need. 

 105 

As I think about my experience at All Saints, it is not the light of conversion or 

the ‘dark night of the soul’, it was simply the warm glow of acceptance by God. 

And it was enough for me to continue my spiritual journey and inspire further 

expressions of ministry – such as playing in the music group at the 9am service. 

 110 

3. What is burnt away 
In my fireside imagery, I cannot escape the Hebrew’s description of God as a 

consuming fire. The wood is inhabited by the fire, which burns from within, 

releasing the sun’s original energy stored in the wood. The fire consumes and 

releases in ways I do not fully understand. John Wesley described his 115 

experience of fully trusting God as “I felt my heart strangely warmed”. 

 

This burning within us, I think of the Spirit of God, nicely describes a 

consuming process. I am writing on Spiritual Learning, which is a bland term 

for what might be a revolutionary concept. It describes what we have learnt 120 

spiritually but lack words to fully express. Such lessons in life are learnt, so 

they feel true and part of our identity. Let me illustrate: 

  

Sally was raised by heroin addicted single mother. She was eventually 

placed in a foster home by Care and Protection. This helped but it did 125 

not remove the impact of early years of neglect. She joined a local 

church youth group and came to faith. While she heard about the love of 

God, she could not accept it as true-for-her, saying, “I cannot believe 

that God loves and cares for me. I am worthless.”  

Sally might not connect her beliefs to her experience of the failure of nurture in 130 

her childhood, but like all of us she learnt her earliest lessons about God 

through her parents – the father who left and the mother who neglected her. It 

was this Spiritual Learning that determined what she could and could not 

believe. 

 135 
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We are all like Sally. We have what we have learnt over a lifetime of 

experience that may assist or hinder us in our spiritual journey. Of course some 

SL is positive but it can be negative – limiting spiritual growth. I am suggesting 

that to understand God as a consuming fire is important, for it describes a 

burning away process of early learning. I believe that this is what restores in us 140 

the Imago Dei, the original image of God and also describes what Orthodox 

Christians understand as a divinizing process of spiritual transformation. No 

wonder Pentecost portrayed the coming of the Spirit as ‘tongues of fire’ we 

need to embrace this indwelling of God as a consuming fire in our lives 

remaking us in readiness for an eternal place in the Age to Come.  145 

 

Practical Reflection: If you want to discover your own Spiritual Learning, 

briefly try a couple of sentence completions: 

 

(a) God is … 150 

(b) The most important thing I learnt about God as a child was … 

(c) What holds me back from knowing God better is … 

Resist anything bland such as: The most important thing I learnt about God as a 

child was … to respect clergy.  Allow yourself to be surprised. When I did this 

exercise with a group of psychologists, one came up with “You’re on your own 155 

kid!” Try to make a few sentence completions until something ‘ambushes’ you. 

Once you do this ask yourself if it is useful in your spiritual journey or 

something to be consumed by the fire of God.  

  

Conclusion 160 

Should we make a life resolution? Something that would guide us through the 

years (and longer than just a few days into the New Year). Elie Wiesel died 

earlier this year. He was a Jewish survivor of Auschwitz and Buchenwald 

concentration camps, Nobel Laureate for literature, and author of 57 books 

including Night (1960). He advised, “Think higher, live deeper.” How do we 165 

do that? I would suggest that it might have something to do with God and a 

consuming fire.  

 

Professor Bruce A Stevens was ordained in the Anglican Church. He is a  
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Canberra. He is a member of the music group at the 9am service at Wesley 

Uniting Church. 


